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ISRAEL IS THE ONLY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD WHERE:
* All the rooms in public buildings have mezusos on their doorposts.
* The sign on the hospital entrance reads “Today entry of Kohanim is permitted”
* A passerby on the street, upon hearing the call from a balcony for “a tsenter”, will run  
 to complete the minyan of a mourner
* When a family goes away for a holiday, they turn over their keys to a friend or   
 neighbor who needs sleeping space for their holiday guests
* All trucks, busses and ambulances are parked overnight in front of the driver’s home  
 in case of an emergency
* The check-out people in stores and supermarkets dress up in costumes for Purim
* All handicapped persons have permanently assigned parking spaces in front of their homes
* There are over 10,000 Synagogues
* There are over 12,000 doctors for a general population of over 4.5 million which is the  
 highest ratio in the world
* All Jewish Holidays are national holidays
* The remains of soldiers, uncovered by archaeologists, are given a proper Jewish   
 Military burial 2000 years after they fell in battle
* An invitation to a Simcha automatically implies husband and wife, all children,   
 grandparents, and grandchildren, without reply cards
* Most blond, blue eyed kids are Jewish
* Soldiers pore over tractates of the Talmud at the side of their Sherman tanks
* Almost every home is a private hotel, with relatives and friends from all over the  
 planet dropping in all through the year 
* The capital city has seventy names
* Total strangers on the street, in busses, and in public places greet you with a hearty  
 “Shalom Aleichem” and a “Shabbat Shalom”
* Bank guards and street beggars read Tehillim as they sit
* All your neighbors are Jewish! So are your doctors, dentists, grocers, carpenters,  
 painters, plumbers and electricians
* Bulletin boards in all govern offices and public buildings list the daily davening times
* In the Haifa Subway System, the doors are inscribed with the Torah’s commandment  
 to rise before old age and to honor the elderly  
* Bins of bread, rolls, milk, and other foods are deposited at dawn in front of closed  
 grocery stores and restaurants- and no one touches them

(Yashor Koach to Fred Rudy for providing us all with these memorable historical 
moments, which some of us may still remember!)


